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AT ST. CLOUD, .MINN.

Sustained by the State for the Training of Its Teachers.
COURSES OF STUDY.
1. An Advanced Course, extending through five years.
2. An Elementary Course, extending through three years.
1. Elementary Course, one year.
3. Graduate Courses 2. Advanced Course, two year.
3. Kindergarten Course, one year.

l

The Diploma of either course is a State Certificate of qualification of the First Grade,
good for two years. At the expiration of two-years, the Diploma may be endorsed, making it
a certificate of qualification of the first grade, good for five years if an Elementary diploma,
or a Permanent Certificate if an Advanced diploma.
The demand for trained teachers in Minnesota greatly exceeds the supply. Tb.e best of
the graduates readily obtain positions at good salaries.

ADMISSION.
Graduates of High Schools and Colleges are admitted t~ the Graduate Courses without
examination. Applicants holding a second-grade county certificate are admitted to the C class
without examination. Applicants who do not hold a second-grade certificate must be fifteen
years of age at their nearest birthday, and to be admitted must pass a creditable examination
in Orthography, Reading, Grammar and Language, the general Geography of the world, and
Arithmetic equivalent to the demands for a second-grade certificate in these subjects. All the
advantages of the school are FREE to those who 11Iedge themselves to teach two years ia the
public schools of the state.
'--

EXPENSE OF LIVING IS VERY :MODERATE.
Living at the Ladies Home, including furnished room, ~heat, light and table board, is $3.50
per week. Board in private families may be had at rates ia:11ging from f2.50 to $4 per week.
Excellent opportunities are offered for self-boarding.
Catalogues, giving full information, are mailed free to any address. Any questions will
receive prompt attention, Address the President,

GEO. R. KLEEEER.GER,
St. Clo-U.d. 9 :Minn.

D
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DE:NTI.ST.
Over Merchants National Bank Block .

Dr. J~ H. BEATY•
t{on;ieopat~ic P~ysiciat;J ai;id Surgeo1,1.
OFFICE: 'Corner Filth ave. and First St. South.
Hours, 10 to 12 a. m. and 2 t,o 4 and 7 t.o 8 p. m.
Residence, 400 Fifth ave. S. Telephone 14-2.
-WILL BE THE-

Teacher's Favorite Line
, _ _!ff't_e_n_did_·_·___,/
McClure Block, sth Ave. South.
Office, hours from 9 a. m. to 2 p. m. ,<;;;> ,<;;;>

PIONEER MEAT MARKET,
JAKE TROSSEN, Prop.
Best Cuts Meats,
-

Sugar Cured Ham,

-TO THE--

The Many Points Reached by

This Magnificently Equipped Railway

. . .....

PULLMAN STANDARD AND COMPARTMENT SLEEPERS.
RECLINING CHAIR CARS (Seats
Free.)

Sugar Cured Breakfast
Bacon,
Pure Leaf Lard,
Everything else •

/.tY.tY.tY.tY.t~

that is kept in a
First-class Meat Market.

Orders Promptly Attended to.
Telephone 4'1-2

123 Fifth .Ave. S.

•

I

.....

I.

For tickets, maps, time tables, rates
and any information apply to your
nearest railroad ticket agent.
OR TO

J. R. HASTINGS,
General Supt.,
St. Paul, Minn.

GEO. P. LYM.ANN,
Gen. :Pue. Agent,
St. Paul, M:ln11.
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in the meat line can be obtained at

/~

Of your Patronage, I remain
yours respectfully,

H. KILIAN'S MEAT MARKET,

f \

116 5th .Avenue South.

:1.7 5th Ave. South.

GO T O ~

H·. CRU-NDMAN,
DEALER IN

N~E~J{

~

~l!l.clll N:Elflll:S.

Game and Poultry in Season.

W, S, ELLIDTTJ

A. C. CLINE &. BRO.,
-DEALERINMusical Merchandise, High Grade
Pianos and Organs.
Sheet Music and Strin(led Instruments.
'--

~.4~~

When in Need of

f

WALBRIDCE & PONTIUS,
PR.OPRIETO~ OP

-.-. BARBER · SHOP -.-.
And Bath Rooms,

~~?~

:SOOTS·.,

S::S:OES an.d

EUEEEES.,
Do not forget to call on

Under Grand Central Hotel.
!@"'Ladies' Hairctl'tting and Shampooing.

SC5EC\

■

■

J. W. WOLTER,

■

■

the Cheapest Shoe man in the city.

**
N YOUR LIFE ,.
H0U5E. SWEETE
614 St. Germain Street.

STOP AT THE

f'\INNES0TI\

and make your little ones
happy by buying

FINE FRESH CANDIES, *
* AND CHOICE FRUITS,
All kinds of
1
'"'

Tobaccos and Cigars -AT-

FUFF EROS . .,
No. 607 St. Germain St., and Corner 5th Ave. and
1st Street South ., Opposite West Hotel.

Deutsches Gast und Kosthaus.

CEO. H. OVERBECK, Prop.
Rates: $1 per day or $3.50 to $5 per week . Special
rates by the month made ,on application.

J. c.

BOEB m.

m..n.

FIRST NATIONAL ·BANK,.
ST. CLOUD, JY-I:INN.

CAPITAL,

$100,000

All Business Connected with General Banking will Receive Prompt Attention.

DIRECTORS.
OFFICERS.
H. P. Bell, L. W . Collins, J. G. SMITH, Preaident.
W. Powell, W. B. Mitch- L. W. COLLINS, Vice-Pres.
ell, John Cooper, L. Ed. SMITH, Cashier.
Office hours: 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m., 2 to 4 In the
Clark, John Zapp, John E. F.. CLARK, Asst. Cashafternoon, 7 to 8 evenfng.

519 St. Germain Street.

Bensen, J. G. Smith.

C
BoWrf-4G '"' ·e~os.,
*

ll:SR.Dlf!!G G~OC:S~S.

•

AND

ier.

GRAND CENTRAL
..,W EST HOTEL5.

Carry a Full Line of Gunther's Cele·
brated Candies in addition to a full line ft:SR.T:St;> WITft .ST:SR.f,,'):.
llIGftTED WITft :Su:SCT~ICITV.
of Fancy Groceries.

CAMPBELL GREENHOUSE.
Cut Flowers Always on Hand.
Funeral and Wedding Designs Made.
Corner Third avenue and 3½ Street South.

Anyone wanting comfortable rooms at
either hotel, with or without board, satisfaction, prices and accommodation guaranteed.
Special prices made to clergymen, teachers in
public schools and students at Normal.

D, S, HAYWARD,
PROPRIETPR,
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Is to please our customers. '(his brings us success and friends , We do it with
our small prices, with our big assortment and with our fiQe qualit~es _a_nd
grades, Our low prices show you how to save your dollars, Our rehab1hty
shows you that you will not be disapointed in any purcha se. Again we ask
you to our . feast of bargains, so generous in qua l_ity, so ricb in merit, that it
must win the appfause of all \vho participat_e, · It is our determination to convince the people that our store is supremely the patron pleasing, money saving headquarters for Mf N'S J4ND 80(8' CLOTH/IVG, HATS, FURIVISH1/VGS, ETC. Call and get a~quainted with us.

METZROTH BROS., Reliable Clothiers.
~<"sm

t

'

~~~

EVERY MAIDEN HAS A SWEET TOOTH.

I

Likewise every gallant young man, w.ho should bear in mind
that the best place in the city to buy . . . _. . . . ·.

-CHOICE BON. BONS, ~

~

·- I S . A T -

L

Corner 5th Ave,
and 1st St.

·

·MACJ RICE: M~ _CQLBE:RT'S•~·
·

& 9 & Z S a ~ ~ A · ~@~~

~~~~~~~,

'§p~da1 ~llJllJ©l\JllQl~(g;mry~lQltt ~ ·1

~
ii
.
·
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I

If you wa. nt to buy a stylish Suit·or a good Ulster and Winter
Underwear, you will save money by calling on us, as we sell the ~
finest and most compete in. the N~rthwest.

I

.

I

I?:::-
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I

10 Per cent. Discount to Students and Teachers.
The L eathing Clothiers.
I
~~~~~~~~

INITIAL PAPER!

We can furnish your paper with your initials
stamped ~n gold-very new and handsome--"-only
45c a box,. The best of everything in stationery.

Atwood's Book Store,
AT~Ooo: BLOCK.

519 ST. GERMAI~ ST.

~botograpber
II"• ww,w ....
~w

IDrices to Stuoents.

We h a v e a new set of
six elegant Headgrounds; see them
in our latest Plat1nos . . . . . . .
701 ,St.Germain St.

.
'
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Associate Editor .......... ................ .P. M. Maguuas .. n.
Child-Study ......... , ................... ...... Isabel Lawrence.
Alumni .. ... ....... ....... ... . .. : .............. Winifred Kenedy.
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NOTICE.
Subscribers will receive the Normalia
untz"l notice of discontinua11ce is given
and all arrea rag es are paid.
A blue mark here (
) means that
your subscription has, expi"red.
Education of the Brain.
Extracts from a review of Prof. R. P. H ; l.
leek's "Education of the Central Nervous System," by P. M. J\,IIagnusson.

. In lieu of our editorial, the editor
would like to interest the reader in a
very practical and fully up-to-date
book on that woefully maltreated subject, educational psychology. After
reading a boo~ of this kind, nobody
"open for conviction" can say that

NUMBER 2.

"psychology and child·study never arrive at practic3.l results."
The main thesis of the work under
consideration may be summed up as
follows:
Hurry. hurry to train the child
aright now, for with every .day he
grows older it is everlasting too late
to give the training he should have had
the day before. But seeing this, what
should the educator do? you ask. The
author would _c hoose as varied, active
and stimulating environment as possible for his child from birth to the age
of twenty- or even thirty. During his
first twenty years of existence, the
&
'
young human being should experience
as often as possible, and as fort:ible
as he can endure it, all possible variations and combinations of agreeable
(and some disagreeable) sights, sounds,
tastes, odors, touches, tensions, pressures and temperatur~s. The country
is far superior to the city, he thinks,
as environment to de;elop sensory and
motor power. He gives examples
from the history of literature proving
that, as a rule, the the world's best
writers have had a rich and varied life
in youth, a(1d that almost always they
have spent a considerable portion of
their first twenty years, in the country.
This is a very interesting chapter and
proves the erudition of the author, but
it is unnecessary, it seems to us. His
thesis is almost selfevident.
In the chapter, "Age and Training,"

6
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the author comes under the f'ull <lorn- early youth, in order to to reach satisination of that central thought which factory results.
haunts him throughout the book. Here
In the chapter on Special Sensory
he asserts in most powerful language Training, the author becomes practical
the iron l<J, w of brain 9_e vel9pment. 1 ar:id _give_s ?ir.eGtions.for1 specia,l trainOnly in . early life
can
the) brain
be ,:' of each . •,·sern1e. •,A list•. 'o f->. sights;
sounds,
.
'
'·
I
'
.
modified. Woe unto us if we wait un- odors, tastes, etc., are · given, and the
til the golden age is past! If the cor- teachers is asked to drill the pupils in
tex is thin at thirty, it will. be , thin as discriminating, identifying and analyzlong as life lasts. Nor do any new ing these sensations.
connective fibres develop after. .that
Chap. IX contains, I · suppose, the
age. He quotes with a semiaapproval most' original portion of the book, and
the saying that no . man gets a really is really, I think, a contribution topednew ide:1 after the age of thirty. There agogy. He claims that the cortex of
is no salvation for his errors for him the brain can be modified by the imwho speak ungrammatically, spell in- ages of immagination ju.s t as surely as
differently or imagines dimly until he by the percepts of perception. This
is thirty years old. Hence let us haste needs but a statement to appear more
and train the rising generation while than half proven to one who is familiar
yet there is time. As proof of his as- with psysi:ological psychology, since it
sertion he summons not only anatomy is almost absolutely certain that the
and individual e~terience, but also the same brain cells have to do with the
history of lit~rature. He proves that imagining as with the perceiving of an
almost all our great writers and speak- object. In other words, the occipital
ers were in full possession of their ex- lobe is just as surely the center for
traordinaJy power before the age of visual imagination as the cortical
thirty; that in fact the majority of region for sight-perception.
them had achieved fame before that
Now Prot. Halleck pr9poses to use
time.
literature as a means ior the developThe auth'or enters a plea for general ing of the cortex of the brain. The
sensory training. He wants each and pupils should always be requiretl to imevery sense trained . We should train agine sight, sound, odor, taste or moby exercise sight, hearing, smell, taste, tion as vividly; exactly and powerfully
temperature-sense, muscular sense and as they possibly can. In order to aid
touch. We should be able to discrim- them in this they should be required
inate and analyze odors and touches as to paint in words the scene they see.
well as sounds ·and sights. If we do A mere analysis of the purpose of the
not , we are nothi ng but miserable author and the logical relations of the
stumps and fractions of men who pass selection-_the thought of the selection
through life insensible to all but that --is not enough, our author claims.
minority of stimuli which happens to The child should see every picture,
appeal to our one or two cultivated sen- hear every voice, should feel the action
ses. He gives examples from Shakes- of the selection in his muscles, should
peare and Milton to prove that we can recognize the scent of the flowers mennot understand their writings without tioned and notice on 'his tongue the
trained noses, tongues and fingers . taste of the imaginary fruit. Our civilAnd this training must be given in ization is so dull in understanding the

7
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the beauties of the world's greatest
writers, not because of lack of logical
training, not because the abstract
thought is above us, but simply because a generation brought _up under
roof with nothing but four walls to
stare at, and no.thing for our hands to
do but turning the leaves of a bookbecause such a generation I say-forms
such weak, puny and fragmentary images in place of the robust, joyous; and
definite images ot the writers. We
must require our pupils to imagine
wi!h every sense, and imagine yigorously and exactly, and this will oevelop
th e cortical region in which the neural
currents connected with imagination
and perception oc.c ur.
In chapter X he essays to tell us
how Shakespeare's senses were 1trained,
He gives the program and curriculum
of the schools of the day and congratulates the poet on having escaped so
early from their deadening influence.
In the rich and varied dature of the
Midland district of England does he
find t'he true teacher of Shakespeare
and he opines that had S. stayed
in school a little long-er he would
never have known enough t o write his
drama.s. He also congratulates him
on having parents totally uninjured by
the schools, being entirely illiterate.
In Chap, XI he comes to th e other
half of every psychologic event-the
motor side. Here too he is very practical. The child must exercise every
fiber of his muscular system in ~rder
to develop every cell in the motor
region if he is to be a man of clear
thought and forceful character. Every
thought we think clearly we act outto be sure the action is usually abor.t ive being generally inhibited while
still a current ot neural energy, but it is
the existence of this current that gives
life and force to our thought.

'fhe totality-impression of the book
on the reviewer, and the thoughts to
which it gave rise may be , summed up
as forlows:
We don't know as much about- teaching as we used to know.
We don't know that it is best to shut
up a child ina room . during the best
part of the day for hve days of the
week "for nine months of the year, with
nothing more for motor trafoing than
the turning of the leaves of a book and
the moving of a pencil, and ·with no
other tood for his senses than black
marks on white paper.
We used to call that education, but
we don't know any longer what to call
it. Perhaps it is the murder of childminds.
We used to think that teachin g a
child to read was a good deed._ But
if in order to do this we rob the child
of several of those brief years during
which the senses are to be trained, is it
not a doubtful blessing? Is not the
most approved system of modern ed ucation, in which the ch.i ld is kept away
from his natural environment and
cramped up before a school desk with
books during the better .part ot his
waking hours during his whole childhood, is not that highly lauded system
admirably deviced to strangle and stifle
the central nervous system just at the
tim e when it is . indispensible for the
mental development of the pupil that
said system be well supplied with natural and healthy stimulus, nourishment and exercise?

"What is the difference between a
blac:R-haired man and
bald-headed
man?"

a

"One is 'crow-shade' and the other
is 'nit.'-Ex.

8
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ing numbers. The lis_t prices amount
to $12.25,· but they ought not t6 cost
more than ten . dollars, if bought together,, or if bought in connection with
. This department of the NoRMALIA membership in our state child study ·
will seek during this and tallowing association. · The books are mentioned
numbers to outline a course ot child in an order which indicates which ones
study. Under each heading there will will be of most use provided- all of
will be presented a brief summary of them cannot be purchased. A · bethe results so far obtained with author- ginning · may be made with the first
ities, additional references for those two if need be:
who wish to read more widely
I. Studies in Education.
Leland
on the subject, and suggestions as to Stanford University, California, $1.00
observation and practical application
2. Psychology and Psychic Culturein the school room and the home.
Reuben
Post Halleck. American
In this way it is hoped to furnish Buok Co., pp. 368, $1.25. ·
needed assistance so that the alumni
3. How tu Study Children-Francis
or any teachers or parents interested, Warner. Kegan· Paul, 'London, pp.
may be enabled to carry on intelligent 108, 75 cents.
work by themselves.
4. Pedagogical Seminary, Clark's Uni. If those who wish to undertake this versity, Worcester, Mass. Three numline of study, will communicate with bers of this periodical are especially
the editor of this department, steps full and valuable-Vol. I No. 2, Vol.
will be taken to organize a correspond- III No. 1 and Vol. IV No. 2. These
ence clu_b. Questions will be answered; numbers can be secured for $1.50 each.
suggestions given; and material colNote: There are now issued four
lected for the purpose ot child study, volumes of the Pedagogical Seminary
will be received and its value noted in besides the current numbers. Volumes
these columns. It is strongly urged I and II are growing scarce and are
that teachers and parents meet to carry sold at $5.00 each. Vol. III and IV
on this study together. Fortunate are are $4.00 each. Vol. IV and current
the children who belong to schools nµmbers for Vol. V would " be a good
where such clubs exist.
selection for those who can spend
For such a course, a few books will $8.oo.
be needed. If the demands of teachers
5. The Growth of the Brain-Henry
and mGthers' clubs should result in the Herbert Donaldson. Charles Scribaddition of these books to school or ner's Sons. pp. 374, $1.25.
public libraries, a good, even more
6. The Central ~ ervous Systemfar-reaching than that originally con- Reuben Post Halleck. The Macmillan
templated will be accomplished .
· Co., pp. 258, $1.00.
If a group of teachers are near to7. American Journal of Psychology,
gether, each_may buy one book and Clark University, Worcester, Mass.
then exchange.
The cost to one Vol. VII No. 2 is recommended as
teacher working_ alone however need worth its price, $1.50.
not exceed ten dollars.
8. Transactions. Illinois Society of
Here is a list of books which will be Child Studr, Each number 50c. The
referred to continually in the follow- most valuable numbers are Vol. I No.

•
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Vol. I No. 4; and Vor. II No. 2. tically suggestive. Read Dr. MagAddress Dr. Maclennan, Secretary, nusson's review or the book in this
University of Chicago.
number.
4. Another book will be very interBy lookin'g up references to the
above books and periodicals, the fol- esting here, if accessible, Thinking,
lowing 'studies may be carried · on suc- Feeling an'd Doing-E. W. Scripture.
cessfully, though references to other Flood & Vincent, PP· 304, $1.50.
Application of .the ideas gained by
books and pamphlets will be made, for
the benefit of those who have access reading, is the best way of ensuring
to a wider library.
their permanence. Here are a few
Dr. Dewery· at Milwaukee this sum- suggestions for the practical use of the
mer pointed out the true basis needed above books both at school and in the
to prevent useless and erratic experi- home:
ments in child study. He said the one
1. Analyze the literature children
who can best interpret facts in regard are · reading. Note whether the preto an individual child must be the one dominant images are audito'ry, visual
who has the best organized knowledge or motor. Which images most interof children; just as the scientist pos- est the child?
sessed of the best concept of Botany is
2. Write out the practical suggesthe one to whom we would appeal for tions you get from these books in reexplana! ion of any puzzling phenome- gard to your own dealings with chilnon ot plant life. No better founda- dren. Send this list tb u·s.
tion for this general knowledge of
Our next study which will be in the
children can be laid than in the study December num,ber will be upon Motor
of the nervous system. The reading Phenomena including fatigue, automatic
of a few simple and popular books will and purposeless motions, and positions
be best at first. - The line is inexhaust- of children in school.
'
ible, however, and those who wish to
dig farther, will be given lists for more
Imitation.
extended study, on application.
I. Begin with Halleck's Psychology
BY W. J. MARQUIS.
and Psychic Culture. If you have
In this brief thesis I propose to disJam es's Psychology, compare with this, cuss Imitation under four headings:
his chapters 0n Structure and Function
(a.) Physiological basis.
of the Brain and on Habit.
(b.) Involuntary imitation.
Lessons in Pedagogy-Dr. Wm. 0.
( c.) Voluntary imitation.
Krohn. Werner BoQk Co., $1.00. This
( d.) Pedagogy of imitation.
may be substituted for H alleck's Psy(a.) By experimenting with birds,
chology.
rabbits and other anir;nals, and thrdugh
'
.
2. Next, read Donaldson's Growth observations of men with diseased brains
of the Brain, emphasizing chapters on we have found out that special parts
Physiological Growth, Rhythm, Fa- or tracts of the cortical hemispheres of
tigue, and Education, by re-reading the brain have special functions. For
instance one part receives the sensathem, after finishing the book.
3. Halleck's Central Nervous Sys- tions coming through sight, and is
tem may well follow, and cannot fail called the visual tract; another deals
to be purely enjoyable, as well as prac- with the hearing sensations and is
2;

-·

.

.
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called the auditory tract; another, with nerve cells were used. The energy in
sensations of touch, and another with the motor tract being increased paises
. inotor sensatipns. Thus all the various out and stimulates · the contraction of
classes of sensations are referred to the muscle cells that h•ad been used
certain tracts of the brain.
before when I had taken my watch
In the sensation of sight the process from my pocket. Hence, unconsciousis as follows: Energy in the form of ly, I take out my watch to look at it.
ether waves comes from an object and This and many similar actions : we
enters the eye. · This energy acts as perform are done without any effort of
a stimulus in setting tree more energy the will, and, in fact, without our being
in the rods af!d cones of the retina, conscious at the time, of their being
and having thus been , increased, it done.
passes on through a series of cells to
Another instance of imitation which
the visual tract of the brain, in the
we may carry a step farther is this:
cells of which energy is also stored.
I enter a room where a number of perThe incoming · current stimulates the
sons are laughing. I see . and hear
setting free of more energy in the cells
them, and through physiological proof the visual tract, and this occasions
cesse~ noted "in the preceding parathe sensation.
graph, I unconsciously began to laugh
There is a close relationship between also, and take on the characteristic .facial
the visual tract and the motor tract, expression. If I continue the •expresand the increased current passes to the sion for a length of time, the contracmotor tract. Here again the current tion of the facial muscles will stimulate
is increased 'by the setting free of more the setting free of nerve energy,
_ energy. It passes out thro'ugl). the and this will pass along a series of cells
efferent nerves, and
acts as a which had been used for the transmisstimulus to c'ause muscular contraction, sion of a current at some previous time
and hence movements of the limbs when I had been laughing and exo.r other parts of the body.
periencing the emotions attending the
A very large part of our actions are act. Hence now I find myself not only
purely imitative and to a great extent laughing but also having the accominvoluntary. They can, I think, be ex- panying emotions.
plained physiologically. Take a simIn a similar way, I think, we might
ple concrete example: A man takes
treat many cases of weeping and shoutout his watch to look the time. I see
ing. So also the emotions of fear and
the act and a current of epergy enters
anger may arise in this way, and may
my eyes, and passes, as explained
be explained on a similar basis.
above, to the visual tract of the brain.
This current of energy which is inAgain, ,memory is
erely a form of
creased in the visual tract, passes along imitation. . By a present perception,
channels most closely related to it. As nerve energy is set free . It fo116ws
I have on many former occasions along a series of cells most closely relooked at my own watch and experi- lated to the cells that are used in the
enced certain sensations, this current present perception. I have had a simwill°pass to the motor tract because at ilar perception before, hence there is
0
'
•
•
the former times I looked at my watch now brought mto my consc10usness a
.and expe,::ienced such sensations, those remembrance of all the other things
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·that I was conscious of at the time of
·the previous perception ..
(b ~) The illustrations given thus far
-c:i,re examples of purely involuntary
imitation. To these we might make
·many additions, but from these alone
we can form some conception of -the
great part played in our everyday life
by involuntary imitation.
A child imitates from its first days
·the actions of those around it. In its
Iearning to talk the process is purely
imitative. As he grows older he irr,ii·tates those around him, and we may
fitly'conclude this paragraph with these
words from Wundt: "The very acts
which constitute the criterion of the
·genus homo is not reflection and· free
wip but instinctive iµiitation of our
neighbors,"
( c.) Further, we will · to imitate the
-actions of others to a great extent.
For instance, a child, when first learning to write, wills to write like the copy
·given, and labors diligently over it,
·each stroke of the pen requiring an
-effort of the will. The same is true of
.a person learning to play a piano. He
imitates the movements of others. But
both in writing and playing the piano
·the actions through practice become
-automatic.
Through instinctive imitation we
wear clothes, build houses, and ride in
,carriages, but voluntary imitatiol'I and
·reasoning· determine the style of
clothes we wear, where and · how we
-shall build our houses, and in what
kind of · carriages we shall ride. In
fact, it seems to me that we perform
·very few ads that are not imitative.
H 'e nce we see that our environment
,must have a great influenc.e over our
actions whether voluntary or involuntary, and this influence of environment
,goes on from the beginning to the end
<Of life.
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( d.) From these facts, therefore, we
think that the Pedagogy of Imitation
is a subject upon which every teacher
should reflect.
Young pupils particularly, will imitate their teacher. · If the teacher is of
a bright, cheery disposition, he is almost sure to have bright, cheery pupils;
while, on the contrary, if the teacher
goes about his work in a discontented
"o/ay, bearing a corresponding counten·
ance, he may expect his pupils to
wear similar expressions of discontent
and good results are impossible. An
energetic, painstaking teacher will have
energetic, painstaking pupils. If the
teacher is neat, clean and careful in
his personal appearance, similar characteristics will follow in the pupils. A
teacher's writing, forms of work, and
forms of expression will be imitated
by his pupils; hence how necessary it
is that the teacher should write - well,
use the very best forms of work and
the very bFst English.
The moral tone of the school, also,
will to a great extent be determined .
by the morals of the teacher. _ If the
teacher is truthful and straightforward'
with his pupils, scorning even the appearance of deceitfulness in all his
dealings with them, his influence in
this line, as in all others, will extend to
the school. So we may conclude, that
with very few, if any, exceptions, "As
the teacher is, so is the school."
Shopping for My Sister.
BY THOMAS FLYNN, C 2.

One day last winter I started to go
dowrl town. My sister, who was reading, saw me put on my coat. She laid
aside her book and sat still for a while,
but just' as I was leaving the room she
said: "Oh, say! are you going down
town?" I informed her that that was
my intention.

• I
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"Wait a while t_hen," she said, ''I as she tore it open. "Well I'll be
want you to do a little shopping for switched, if you . did not bring me a..
me." I told her that I did not have skirt in place of a pattern, and it is.
time. She_ said: "You will have to large enough to go around a barrel,"take time, for I am -going to be busy she said as she h;ld it out and looked.
this afternoon and can't go." "Well, at it. ''Y 6u :will--have to '.t ake that back
what do you want?" I asked . . "Wait as soon as I examine these other·
until I see," she said, "You may get things."
She then proceeded to open the pame fifteen yards of white embroidery
and a pair of black kid gloves, number per which contained .the shoes, but on
five. Now be sure that the fingers are seeing the size of them, she gave a..
not too long and the hand is not too · scream and said, "Oh! you horrid
wide. And l~t me see,-you may get thing!" as she threw the shoes, box
me nine yards of black cashmere, a and all, at my head. I began to think
pair of French calf slippers, number tha.,t the temperature was rising very
two and one half, with pointed toes rapidly, so I concluded that I would
four yards of black, seven yards of search for a cooler region.
pink, and ten yards ot cream colored
ribbon.
You may go into Miss
The Vision of Sir Launfal.
Bryon's shop and tell her 'to give you
that hat that I was having trimmed,
BY AGNES COUTURE, B.
and the skirt. pattern nu !I}ber fortyThat the world be would better, if
three in Elliotte's fashion plate and every person we_re to read the Vision of
that will be all, I believe." "Well, I Sir Launfal, is beyond a doubt. There is.
guess it ought to be," I ejaculated.
a lesson in every line of that beautiful
I started on my errand and kept re- po<:;m, which if learned and put into
peating the names of the things over practice would raise our minds far·
and over, sb that I might not for- above the commo_n 'A;0rld into a purer ~
get them. By the time J got to the holier atmosphere. What could be
shops.- I had them all turned around, truer than, "Earth gets its price for
and this is what I bought; two yards what Earth gives us." I wonder how
of black embroidery, a pair of white many of us ever thought of it before
kid gloves number nine, Mteen yards of that we pay, and pay clearly, for everywhite cashmere, a pair of number ten thing we get in this world; the clothes.
slippers, two yards 'of black, tour yards we wear, the trinkets and ornaments.
of pink, and seven yards of cream , we delight to possess, the spiritual adcolored ribbon, and a skirt forty- vice we receive, and even the graves in,
three inches around the waist.
which we lie. · Going on to anotherI started home with my load and ar- st anza,
·
'Tis heaven alone that is gi1ren a~ay,
rived there half exhausted. My sister
'Tis only God may be had for the asking;
came to the door to meet me. She beNo price is set on the lavish summer,
gan to praise me by saying, "You are
June may be had by the_poorest comer.
a good boy, I know you brought just , Who can read those lines witqout
what I wanted. What did Miss Bryon feeling at once a little guilty? We,
say about my new hat?" I made her realize our great mistake in not asking
no answer, for I had forgotten the hat. oftener for God's gifts, and less often
"What is in this paper?" she asked for worldly tnings; in not fully appre-
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•ciating, and returning thanks for our rich and poor, and fewer gifts without
~ood health, happy homes, and beauti~ the givers . . How often we give lavishfol world in which we are -living. We ly from our worldly stoi;e of riches, and,
-are too much like Sir Launfal; having it fails to do any good, .when, if we
.,everything necessary to make us hap- gave less, and gave as the 'a bove q~o ~
py in life, we are too ~pt to forget the tation tells us, it would not only do a
unhappy lives around us, the burdens world of good for those who 1received
-of sorrow which others are bearing, the gift; but brighten, and make hap.and of which we know nothing; and pier our own lives.
if by chance our attention is called to
them, we banish the thought ·as quickly
:as possible as being too disagreeable
to entertain. Like Sir Launfal, we toss
-a piece of gold to the unfortunate beg·
:gar to get rid of him, instea d of givi ng
him a smile, an encourag in g wo rd, and
O ur Literary Society has made n10n-a part 1of the happiness which we are strous strides in point of membership,
-,enjoying. Too often we are waiting since the opening of school. There
for a chance to do some great and are at present above sixty members
noble deed, forgetful of the fact that and still they come. We believe, too,
it is not one great action, but many that the members for the most part are
-little ones that make up a well spent earnest workers and we hope now to
.life.
do some good work.,
Sir Launfal's dream would be the
On the evening of Oct. I 5, a short
--dream of many of us, if we could see program was rendered which was both •
·Dur future lives as we have planned pleasant and profitable. At the re·them. While everything and every- quest of the president, several membody is adding to oui: happiness, we bers made brief impromptu speeches.
forget that there is aught but joy in These we regard a:s very beneficial to
·the world; and it is only when sorrow the individual in giving him power in
·comes home to us, when friends desert standing before an audience, logically
·us, or health is failing that "Ye think of, · arrangirig and expressing his thoughts.
-and sympathize with what we failed to We expect to continue this line of
notice before.
work from time to time, as suits the
Especially beautiful are the following fancy of the president.
lines which I thmk express the authThe election of president and vice
-or's purpose:
president, Oct. 15, resulted in the ~lec"Not what we give but what we share,- tion of Mr. Stannard tor president, and
For the gift without the giver is ba re;
Who gives himself with his alms feeds three, Miss Sadley for vice president.
Himself, his hungering neighbors, and me.
The p,rogram of Oct. 29, was well

It seems to me if these four lines
could be taught to ever·y man, woman,
-and child, and the full meaning impressed on their hearts, that it would cofu,
pletely revolutionize the world. There
·would be less selfishness and jealousy,
.:fewer distinctions made between the

rendered before a large and appreciative audience. The principal feature of
the program was the debate, which was
well handled by Messrs. Sperry and
Sturre for the affirmative, and Miss
Clark and Mr. Hoblitt for the negative
The question: Resolved that there are

.•
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Some of the girls instea.d of singi.~
inor.e beneficial than detrimental effects
sustained from the game of football, "The Old Oaken Bucket," ' now sing
was decided in favor of the negative, about the "Old Oak. Tree."
to the satisfaction of the majority presSome of our boys have been <;loing a_
ent.
good de-al ,oJ Bett(ing) -l ately. · That's.
· An amendment to the constitution,
bad, but the worst of it is, they can
providing for a society critic, was
never decide who shall hold the Bett:s.
adopted at this meeting. .The election
of this critic will occur at the next reg· Thursday, Nov. 25, is Thanksgivingular meeting.
day. Are you going homer
For some reason, the young ladies
Prof.-What's the difference beof the school are more regular in their
tween
an Eddy and a Pool( e)?
attendance on the Christian association
Mr. ·z.- l'm just studying that quesmeetings then the young .. men. It is
true, there are more ladies than gentle- tion.
men in the school; but, the gentlemen
It is said that_ Miss G-e has discould make a better showing in these
covered
a (New-comb) of honey. She
meetings than they do if a lit,t le more
undoubtedly
will claim it in the neardetermined effort were manifested. If
future.
it is good for the young ladies to be
actively engaged in this work, it is just
The C4 class enjoyed a very pleasas good for the young men. But the
ant eve ning at the home of Miss Sulliboys say, "We have _ not the tim e to
·spare." N_o, but we have time to play van on Friday, Oct. 22.
football and tim e to spend in various
It 1s said that sparks were manuothe r- ways. Then, let us take a little factured in room No. 6. Ask Mr ..
time to be ho.!y. It pays physically, T-n for. par ticulars.
·financially and spiritually.
Mr. G. delight ~ in trying to m ake
Miss B. believ~ he is or,ily 18 ytiars old ..

.'.'.

Kacie has go_n e !

Pupil-Where does the heat go
that leaves the earth?
Prof.-Possibly .it is stored up for
future purposes.

Durin g Mr. Colg rove's absence Miss
What's the matter with the football
Wolfe
took the C1 Arithmetic. She
team?
performed her duties creditably.
Mr. Lee, Supt. of schools for Wright
Teacher in History-Why were the
county, visited the Normal Friday,
Quakers so named?
Oct. 29.
Bright Student-Because they shook
S. N. S. scarf pins enameled' in red, so much.
only roe at Clark Bros. ,
Miss G. has a great fancy for going . The
four "Bachelor Girls" who
I
.
to Johnson's dictionary for information. were "at home" Friday evening, Oct.
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'.29, prov~d, themselves very capable ample: 4 boys and 9 girls . went on a
entertainers.
picnic one day. .½ of the number of
frogs legs the boys · ate ·equaled ¼ of
Mr. J. Kendall Clark left on Saturthe ,number the girls ate, the difference
'(Jay, Oct .. 30, to take · charge of a
was thirty. How many did the boys
school near Spicer. Succ~ss Kacie.
· eat?
Mr. J. J. Dye, '97, recently called to
One. young iady in her psychology
;see his many friends at· the Normal.
'
examination said that she was hunting
Mr. W. S. Kienholz, '97, now of for the principal.
the Minnesota U, is rapidlv coming to
.
Miss Patterson spe9t Saturday, Oct.
the front in football circles.
23, at her home.
' We are glad to have Mr. Petrie
Miss E., Don't you think Mr. M.
with us again. Under the care of Mr.
would
make a good foot ball player?
MacArthur, his sprained ankle has
Miss K., Why r
gotten well .ma surprisingly short time.
Miss E. He never fails to reach the
Accidents from football-a broken g@al (Gould.)
-collar bone, a sprained ankle, and
Mr. Gans is afraid of being omitted.
;swelled heads.
Mr. M. makes a Home run every
They say, · that American fortunes
FriJay night.
go to buy European titles. True, and
The forces of this life are many.
there are American girls ( here in the
Normal) who are ready to fight a They are apt to come home to us all.
D ( e) uel over an everyday Canadian Some with a force which is tangent,
Others g1 ve us a very close call.
Marquis.
Lakes are usually formed by diastrophism and damnation.

.

Miss Edson's mother and brother
visited here over Sunday, Oct. 9th.
The Misses Betts' mother and father
visited them Saturday, Oct. r6th.

We sing that sweet song
Again and again,
Bright beaµtiful, and long
We'll sing'. it again.

Miss L. "There are two kinds of
arithmetic mental and detrimental."

Oct. 28; Dr. Boehm, dissected a
sheep' s brain for <the benefit of the E.
Miss Carniham will be found hereG. class.
after at the Normal Home.
Miss Schmidt went
afternoon, Oct. 22.

ho;ne Friday

Some boys are so small the moni. tors are unable to see them.

Mr. Sturie undertook to teach percentage to the E. G. class while Mr.
Colgrove was out of the city.

We have moved to our new location
on Fifth avenue south, where we are
Mr. S. gave this problem in the always glad to accommodate our old
arithmetic class one day as an oral ex- customers. T. D. Maxson & Co.
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Inquirer: When and where did AnIf you wish P. A. to do anything foryou just ask him to do it for L-'s.
derson's fairy tales go to press?
Answer: Why, on a f,ront porch sake and see how obliging he is.
on 6th ave., one evening, not lo~g ago.
The advanced physics class wereDon't yer know?
'
en~trt.aioed,Monday. evening, Nov. 1st,
Some of the practice teachers have by .Prof. and Mrs. James at their home·
frequent private interviews. Those on 8th avenue, the occasion being the·
first anniversary of the birth of little
boys are so troublesome, you know.
Helen. A feature of the evening's.
You always have a pen •and ink at entertainment was the stereopticon
hand when you have a fountain pen : views presented by the professor. Miss..
No trouble to carry and no trouble to Ferraby, on behalf of the cla~s, preuse. A good one with gold pen, fu11y sented little Helen with a silver coffeewarranted for only $r.25, at Clark spoon. ,
Bros.'
The four new members of the faculQuite often it is not difficult to dis- ty are rapidly gaining the admiration
and confidence of the students. Our
charming instructor in music, Miss
to see the relations: Electric · lights
Smith, is a general favorite. She not
are a great assistance in such instances.
only is master of her work, but has a
Prof. "What is the reason for seed- most pleasing way of managing her '
coats having a thick, firm texture, Mr. classes. The chorus period is now
thoroughly enjoyed.
A.?"
Mr. A. "Oh! er-I didn't quite catch
Miss Glidden, who is now piloting
the question."
the youth and beauty of our school
Prof. "We11, probably Mr. A. was
through the my1neries of the ancient
thinkin g of catching something more
classics, ha-,, .won 1the esteem and coninterestmg than questions. Next."
fidence of her stud ents. Her· bright
Harry in the advanced psychology face and cheery ma nner incite the boys
class undoubtedly belongs to the new and girls to earnest work.
medical school, as he has discovered
Mr. MacCraken, who has charge of
the key for the thermostat as a capsule
the
work in geography, does not clai~
for headache. ·
to "know it all," but he has shown us
H. W. H. in psychology class has that we know very little. His methfound a new axiom. He says 2x2 are ods of teaching are up-to-date and the
3. Let all the scientists of the world work is proving most mteresting an~
take note. of this fact.
helpful. He is a hard worker, an
earnest and obliging teacher and a
W. J. M. has found a new method friend of the · students.
of illustrating the physiological basis of
habit. Those interested will find him
What's the matter with Mr. Macwilling to explain his method in full. , Arthur? He's all right! So say we
cern objects, but it is not always easy
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.all. Since joining our forces in Sep-,t emoer, ,Mr. MacArthur has won the
hearts of-'. the Normalit_es individually
and collectively. His wor k is mostly
in the gymnasia and on the campus,
-and there is where he shines. __His
presence on the _foot ball ground is an
·inspiration to the boys. The girls, too,
fo~dly sing his prnises.
0

Football.

As the two games of foatball played
by the Normal school team were so
folly reported in the city papers and
.all the students are familiar with even
the details of each game, it is neces-sary only to give them a passing nGtice.
The game played on the 16th with
~he so-called ex-Highs, admits of a, few
words of explanation. After the short
practice game of the preceding Satur-day the ,ex.:.Highs were confident of
victory and the Journal-Press comments on the game seunded much like
• the utterances of a disappointed player
who has not yet learned to gracefully
accept defeat. lt was not by any
means a victory won by any single
player as that article stated. In the
first half with Cross' at full-back, the
,ex-Highs succeeded only once or twice
in forcing the ball past th e centre line.
They were· on the defensive most of
the time, and were simply played to a
.standstill. In the second half, the superior condition of the N ormals beg an
to tell and they had the game well in
hand from the time the ball was kicked
-off.
Their two touch-downs were
secured by superior playing. On the
-other hand, two erroneous decisions
favorable to the ex~Highs saved them
-f rom a shut-out. In the first place,
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the g iving of:'the'oall· to the -ex-Highs
by the referee after a Normal player
had properly secured it gave the city
men the ball for four · more downs.
This was followed by th~ umpire de-i
cidin g ' ' High school ball"' after the exHighs had lost eight ,or ten yards in
four · clowns. · Both officials hovever
we1'e endeavoring .to do justice tb ,both'
teams and the Normals have no · kick
coming. They are satisfied with the
score-10-4.
The game of the 23rd with the N.
P. team was lost by the Normals
through loose playing, although the
latter showed better form than the,ir
opponents. ' The N. P. players are of
the professional type. They know the
tricks of the game. They played hard
when they had possession of the ball
and they delayed the game shamefully
when hard pressed. They played a
needlessly rough game and some of
their players should have been put out
'
of the game by the umpire.
Until official<; do their whole duty, dirty ball
players will exist, and th e game itself
will suffer in the estimation -ot the public. The Normals played a clean,
gentlemanly game under trying circumstances and their having done so
is very, creditable to them.
The Norm als fairly outplayed the
opponents as far as "bucking the line"
was concerned, Both of their touchdowns were well earned. Two of the
N. P. touch~downs should · have been
prevented.
When Rogers rounded
the left end, the ~ N orm;;l full-back
should have got him. And when the
ball was kicked off from centre, it was loose playing indeed on the part of
more than one member ;of the team
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which allowed Rogers to come past
the whole team and secure a touchdown. However we took our medicine with good grace and hope to
profit by the defeat. The match was
extremely inte'.esring and had it not
been for the "slugging" in which the N.
P,. team was allowed to · indulge, it
would have been more enjoyable for
spectators.
The team hopes to play at least a
couple more· games this fall but at
present find it difficult tO arrange
matches.
, •,

all our exchanges in one issue, weshall merely mention those that have,
come to us this month. There ar.e
some others we desire. The following
h;ve arrived: Sch. Education, The Crucibl~\ Arid, The Mirror, 1 The Jabber\:Vock, Normal Offering, Mt. St.Joseph
Collegian, The Mankatonian, N. DL
Banner, The Victorian, High School
Record, Macalaster Echo, Oak, Lily
and Ivy, The Antjochian, Student,.
High School W o!'ld, High School Rt!porter, The Alphian, The Oracle, The
Vidette, Old Hughes, Gustaf A dolts.
Journalen, Kandiyohi County Teacher.
South or East Which?.

One of our bright exchanges is the
Crucible, Greeley, Col.
"The Teachers' . Helper," a special
issue of School Education, is deserving
of its name. Ii is brimful of helps for
teachers-gems of poi::t ry, lesson s in
nature, exercises and
poems for
Thanksgiving, Christmas and other
seasons, selections for Friday afternoons, music for all times, suggestions
for school entertainments, etc. Every
teacher should possess a copv.
.1

When a tnp is contemplated it is al-ways well to prepare in advance, in
order to avoid little inconveniences.
\~hich are often annoying. The _ two
fast trains leaving Minneapolis and St.
Paul da ily via Wisconsin Central Lines
for Milwaul,e and
Chicago make
clo se connections with tr ains East and
South. Being elegantly equipped with •
Sleeping Car,;, Parlor Cars and day
coaches, t hey are fully appreciated by
the travelin g public. Your nearest
ticket agent will g ive you complete i:_nformation and furnish you a folder of
the Wiscon si n Central Lines.
JAs. C. POND, G. P. A,
tf.
Milwaukee, Wis.

Irate Prof.-How dare you swear
FOH-------before rhe, sir?
Up-to-date
Student-How did 1 know you
Eitt)er, . . . .
wanted to swear first?- Ex.
' First J uniorc_I have just been reading of the cruelty of the Sultan of
Turkey to his wives.
Second Junior-Always thought he
was a harem-scarem sort of a fellow.
-Ex.
As it is not desirable to comment on

Clott)iog,

Ready-to-w~ar or
.fw\ade-to-m~asure.

We are in a position to fit and please the most
exacting at popular prices. We carry one thelargest stock of Men's and Boys' Head-to-toe
Outfits this side the Twin Cities, and prices as
low as same qualities are offered any where.
Elegant line of overcoats from $2.50 up.
Call and examine our plain-fig ured goods
price.
.

PRICE'S Big Day-light Store ..

Merchants :-: National :-: Bank
IF YOUR WATCH NEEDS

OF ST. CLOUD, MINN.
$150,000.

CABIT.AL,

Banking in all its Branches.
- :Interest-paid upon Time Deposits.

REPAIRING~

C)

In Our Savings Departnu;,nt.
Deposits received in sums of $LOO and upwards. Interest
allowed upon sumes of $5.00 .and upwards.
,

TIMOTHY FOLEY,
President.
R. B. :BROWER,
. 2nd Vice-President.

C. M. HERTIG,
Vice-P r es id ent .
0 . H . HAVlLL,
.
Cashier .

TAKE IT TO

E:DWIN P. LON&.
V
V
V

«

The Celebrated . . . .

"'~

"ONEITA." UNIC?N

Suits can be had in all g-rades at FRANK ·FAN DEL'S. ~
"Oneita" Union Suits, heavy fleeced, at 50c. Thompson Glove Fitting Corsets.
A full line of Warner's Corsets, and the best Corsets in America. "The .~
Fle xibone" .. We sell a full line of Wertheimer Kid Gloves, aU guaranteed in·_a11 . V
the new shades. Ladies' Silk and Wool Mittens. But in Dress Goods is where
we hold the· balance of power, we have undoubtedly the largest stock in the ~

«

«

~

.

V

FRANK .FANDEL. ~
«

~p~c:i.&I P\lH<tllj)irr@Ilj) i@

Sponges, Perfumes.
. .Hair Erush~s,
Tooth Brushes and Full
Line Druggist Sundries.
~~~ ~t. {li~11'~:l>\ill)l ~!.,
~ft. @R@l\Jl<sl.

]p']ijy1S1kn~Ilj)$p lr11'~$<ell'ifi i@Ilj)S o

·p ositive ·TruthsI
That we have the largest and best selected stock of Woolens in St. Cloud to make a
choice from.
That we ·sell on a smaller margin than any of our competitors.
That we are steadily gainin!{ the confidence of the people . .
That to look over our stock is a pleasure. Call and judge_for yourselv_es.

ERO-W--:r-I & SON,
N. B.-A

DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS.

The Practical & Popular Tailors.

THE NORMALIA, 50 Cts. aYear; Single Copies, 10 Cts.

BUY Y O U R - - - ~

Stationery,
. \ti
Notions and
Musical Goods
-ATTHE-

RACKET STORE.
•
\.

PALACE
PALACE
SLEEPING
DINING
CABS,
AND
ME~LS
FAJJU.LY
SERVED
TOURIST
ALACABT:lf,

CABS.

Through service between

St. Paul, Minneapolis,

Read a few prices:
.
Helena , Butte, Spokane , Seattle and Portland.
A good water proof lunch basket for 12, 18
Connections. at west,ern terminal for Kootenai
and 22 cents.
country, Oregon and California points, Alaska,
Student's lamps very cheap.
Jap '!,n and China. Connections at Twin Cities for
All 10 cent Ink Tablets for 6, 7 and 8 cents.
points east and south .
2 Good 5 cent Lead Pencils for 5 cents.
A Fountain pen for 9 cents.
A great lot of Pocket Knives at cut prices.
Come and see our -$4.00 Guitar, it ts worth
much more.
·
Passenger Trains leave as follows:
A full line of Instrument Strings and Sheet
For Minneapolis and St Paul:
Music.
We .have a complete stock of Crockery, GlassNo. 2, except Sunday, via Osseo........ 4.15 p. m .
No. 4, daily via Elk River .................... 11.05 a. m .
ware and Tinware at the
.
,

RACKET 5TORE.
Next door to Postoffice. O

~

O

0

A.
T. PEFFER~
has a complete line of Footwear

No. 8, dai1Y., via "

"

.................... 4.43 a. m.

For Montana and Pacific Coast, d a ily.. 6.55 p . m.
For Grand Fork~, via Crookstoii ... ......... 11.05 a. m.
For Langdon, N ,D. vlaCrook•ton, daily 10.55 p. m .
For Willmar, except Sunday .................. 1110 a. m.
For Sandstone, except Sunday .............. . 7.00 a. m.
No. 5, via Willmar, to Soo Falls and Yankton without change of cars .

always at the very lowest prices.
For shoes call on him. . .

+ ,+ + 515 St. Germain Street.

Th« Great Northern offers special in.ducement11,
in the way of eillltra coaches, /or No..,,.al etudent/1.

Depot located in center ot. city.

Informati&n a11 to

time of connections and rates of fare will be
pron•p tly fu•·nished on application.

Call on ,w

address

tt 7 5tb :a venue Soutb,

St. <tlou~, l!Dlnn,

H~R.' NEIDE, Agent.

JONH ~~IHIUJM.ft.~H~~~ STUDENTS 0-0 I
-!)EALERIN-

~00-ts • a.ni

J.(

-'.rO-

JI.he cs.

611 ST. GERMAIN S'IREET.
~Repai'ring Neatly Done.

Swanson's
Steam Laundry,
AUO. , SWAN.SON, Prop.

PROPRIETORS OP

Livery and City Hack Stables.
Hacks and Rigs Furnished on all Occasions,

109-111

Pifth Avenue South,

.St. Cloud, Minn.

(i:ood Work. •
l.Jow Prices.
Special 1'ates to Stude17ts.
114 5th Ave. S.

St, Cloud, Minn.

/

IF YOU WISH TO
MEET WITH GOOD MEAT
GO TO •. ·•

R

u

Kraemer's Meat Market

N

s

WHERE THEY .•
METE IT OUT DAILY.

Through Cars to

!EirKansas City Beef a Specialty.

+

If you want the
Latest News read- - - -

SAINT

CLOUD
,

■

'

I

.

■ I

andWINNIPEO

TO-----

THE

e I I I I

ST. PA.UL
llllNNEAPOLIS
FARGO
GJUNDFORKS

■ I

■

■ I

I

cJ

I

■ I

'i

I

I

■

■ I

■

■ ·■ I

I

I

■

H.ELENA.
BUTTE
SPOKANE
TACOlllA
SEATTLE
PORTLAND

' _Pullman
•

Sleeping Oare

t

Dining Cara

l Elegant
t'l.'ourlet

l

Sleeping Ca.rs
AAA:6AAA...._..~

TIME SCHEDULE.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
DAILY
and ...
WEEKLY.

Best and finest equipped
~ , J O B OFFICE
In the Northwest.

901119 WllST•
l f1&Tfl.

St. Paul ......... ~30pm....... tS:30am. ........ • 7:00pn.,
llfin.neapoU..... o:10 ......... 9:00
....... T:40
St Cloud......... 7:22 ........11:22 •-..... 1~:B5
Little Fall■...... 8:15pm ...... 12;20pm ...... , 11:4oam
Brainerd........
1:55
QODIQ

JI.UT,

Brainerd,
t12:15pm
Little Fal.LI....... •s:10 am ...... 1:1/S
•. ...... •2:lOpn:
St Cloud .......... 4;1/S
...... 2,1/S
... ...... 1:42
Minneapolia ..... 7:00
...... 4:30
......... 4:10
St. Paul ............ 7:2/Sam ...... 5:05
... ...... 4:80
•Dally via Staples.
tExcept Sunday via Brainerd,
Through tickets to Japan and China, vie,
Tacoma and Northern Pacific Steamship Co
For Information, Time c..r'!!, Maps, and
Tickets, call on or wrlt.e E. w OLFSBERG
Agent, or
.
CHAS. S. FEE.
Way Pass. &Tlc:ket Agent, St. Paul Min - .
Gen'!Frelir;ht: E. 12:50 p .m.: W. 11:15 a.m

,o,'.'•""!b..·""!b..·""!b..·""!b..·""!b..·""!b..•""!b..·...... •......•...... •......·""!b..· ...... ·~·""""-·""""-·""""-·""!b..·...... •...... ·~·~·~·~·""""'"·""""'"·~·~•~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

ti1~ THE BIG BOSTON, T
~t
~1t .
fl! ~

,~

CASH DEPARTMENT STORE, ST. CLOUD.

-

Yours Anxious to please with good goods and low prices.

l.t~
l.t~

a
i~ ~

~~~~~~~~0~0~00~0~0

I

~1~
~~

Onr Terms are strictly cash, which when yon purchase of us r:fl ~ ~
means a profit in your pocket.
~
0 l.t~
We can su~ply your ~ants. Good heavy Black ~ if
~llt. &S'I' ll.dt.etg aub Qtatt.eg
r
• Beaver Jackets, any size, at $2.50 $2.75, $3, $4, • •

~1i

'.11, $4.50 and $5

Ladies' extra heavy Black BoucleJackets at $4, $4.50, $5, $6 and
$6.50.
A full and complete line of Ladies' fine Jackets and Capes, worth up to
$25.00.
6½-inch XXXX White Envelopes, 25 in package, at 4c, 2 for 7c. 4-inch
square White Envelopes same price. Pencil Tablets le, 2c, 3c and 4c for 144 leaves.
lmx-_egg QT;,o-,o-i)g D@uble Fold Plaid Dress Goods at 5c, 7c, 9c, 10c and 12½c
·&
• per yard. 36-inch all Wool dguble fold Suitings, winter
styles, 15c, 20c, 25c, 29c and 35c per y:ard. For supplies in Crockery Lamps, Chinaware, Tinware, Etc., visit our second floor upstairs department, where you will firid
the best selection and lowest prices. Handkerchiefs at le, 2c, 3c 4c; for ht;mstich ·5 c,
,.., 6c, 7c, 8c, 9c, 10c to $3.00. Your close inspection cordially solicited.
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' . 1 1,

~ I/
~~
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~~
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l>l1I•
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i&~ee-e-ee-e-e-e~-e-ee,;:.e~~~~ee-e-ee-c.~~,s
~ L•L·L~!~~~.!~.~!~!;.::~.~:.~~~-~:!~~~~~L.ll
~6f5?5/~~~

~illiner~
When in need ofanything
in millinery consult your
best interest and call on

~

m. '.ll. bullt__,,
~

I

2nd floor Big Boston, St.
Cloud. I take pleasure in
making special reduced
rates to Normalites.
Your inspection solicited.

2nd .ioor Big Boston Store,
St. Cloud, Minn . . . . . .

